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The aim of this paper is to give sufficient conditions for global attractivity of the 
zero solution of the nonlinear delay differential equation x’( t )  = -p( t ) f (x( t  - 7)). 
An example which guarantees that our $ stability condition is the best possible is 
d S 0  given. 0 1999 Academic Press 
1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULT 
We consider the nonlinear and nonautonomous delay differential equa- 
tion 
where 7 is a positive constant and p :  [O,m) + [O,m) and f :  R + R are 
continuous functions with x f ( x )  > 0 if x # 0. 
For scalar delay differential equations containing (1. l) ,  many authors 
have studied the asymptotic behavior [l-4, 6, 9-12, 14-18], the oscillatory 
behavior [5, 71 and the existence of nonconstant periodic solutions [8, 131. 
However, a few results on global attractivity of the zero solution of (1.1) 
are obtained. 
The aim of this paper is to give some best possible conditions for global 
attractivity of the zero solution of (1.1). Our research is motivated by the 
following global attractivity results (Theorems A and B) for the equations 
x’( t )  = -p (  t ) f (  x( t - T)) 9 ( 1 . 1 )  
Y ’ ( t >  = - p ( t > y ( t  - 7){1  + Y W )  (El)  
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and 
where a and b are positive constants and (T: [0, w) + [0, w) is a continuous 
function satisfying 1imt+& - d t ) )  = a. Note that each of these equa- 
tions connected with mathematical biology can be reduced to the form of 
the equation (1.1) by a change of variables (see Section 4). 
THEOREM A [ 101. Let t- = 1. Suppose that 
3 
p ( s ) d s  I - foralllarget > 0 4: 1 2 
and 
i m p (  s )ds  = a. 
Then every solution of (El) with y(0)  > - 1 tends to zero as t + 00. 
THEOREM B [91. Let a = b = 1. Suppose that 
p (  s )ds  I 1 for all large t > 0 
and 
i m p ( s ) d s  = a. 
Then every solution of (E,) with ly(0)l < 1 tends to zero as t + a. 
Theorem A is obtained under the 2 stability condition (see [15, 161 or [4, 
p. 1401). On the other hand, the corresponding condition in Theorem B is 
much restricted. (Here, d t )  is allowed to be unbounded.) Relaxing this 
restriction, we have the following global attractivity result for (1.1). 
THEOREM 1.1.  Let f be a nondecreasingfunction such that 
If(x)l < 1x1 i f x  # 0. (1.2) 
Suppose that 
3 
2 
p (  s )ds  I - for all large t > 0 (1.3) 
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and 
i m p ( s ) d s  = 00. (1 .4)  
Then every solution of (1.1) tends to zero as t + a. 
Applying Theorem 1.1 to (E,) with a ( t )  = T ,  we can obtain Corollary 
4.1 which improves the defect in Theorem B. We also give a result, 
Theorem 3.1, which guarantees that the condition (1.3) in Theorem 1.1 is 
best possible. 
2. PROOF OF MAIN RESULT 
Throughout this paper, we will consider solutions of (1.1) with the initial 
condition 
x ( t )  = 4 ( t )  for -TI t I 0 ,  
where 4 is a continuous function. It follows by the method of steps that 
every solution of (1.1) exists in the future. 
First of all, we notice that if the solutions of (1.1) are nonoscillatory; 
then the following result stands. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let f be a nondecreasingfinction. If the conditions (1.2) and 
(1.4) hold, then every nonoscillatory solution of (1.1) tends to zero as t + 00. 
Prooj Let x( t )  be a nonoscillatory solution of (1.1). Then there exists 
t ,  2 T such that x( t )  has a constant sign for all t 2 t ,  - T. Assume that 
x( t )  2 0 for all t 2 t ,  - T ;  then we have x’(t) I 0 for all t 2 t,. Hence, 
x( t )  is nonincreasing on [ t l , a )  and there exists a 2 0 such that 
limt+m x( t )  = a. If a # 0, by the nondecreasing property of f ,  it follows 
that 
x’( t )  I - p ( t ) f ( a )  f o r a l l t > t ,  + T .  (2-1)  
Integrating (2.1) from t ,  + T to t and using (1.4), we obtain 
t 
x ( t )  - x ( t ,  + T )  I - f ( a ) /  p (s )ds  + -00 as t + 00, 
t l + r  
which is a contradiction to the fact that the left-hand side tends to a finite 
limit as t + a. The case when x( t )  is eventually negative can be dealt with 
similarly. The proof is complete. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. By virtue of Lemma 2.1,  we have only to consider 
the case when solutions of (1.1) are oscillatory. Our proof is developed in a 
similar way to [6, Lemma 2.61. 
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Let x ( t )  be an oscillatory solution of (1 .0 .  Then, by (1.3), there exists a 
sufficiently large t* 2 2 7  such that x(t*) = 0 and 
t 
p ( s ) d s  I - for all t 2 t* - 27.  (2-2) l- -7 2 
Let M be a positive constant such that 
max Ix(t)l I M  
t * - z r < t < t *  
We define 
Then, from the nondecreasing property of f ,  it turns out that 
Also since 
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Now we will show that 
Ix(t)l I~(M) forall t E [ t* , t*  + 71. (2.5) 
We consider two cases: 
Case (I). h = /,“**_,p(s)ds I 1. Then for t E [t*,  t* + 71 we see 
f*  - T 1 
Case (11). 1 < /,f*C_,p(s)ds I $. Then there exists so E (t*,  t* + 7) 
such that /:O*-Tp(5)d5 = 1, and we have for t E [t*,  t* + 71, 
= f ( M ) .  
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Furthermore, using (2.5), we claim that 
Suppose, for the sake of contradiction, that 
Then there exist T,  = sup{t > t* + 7: I x(s) I ~ f i M )  for s E [t* + 7, tl) 
and T, = sup{t* I t < T,: x ( t )  = 0). In case T,  < T, + 7, noticing that 
max,Z-2..,.,Z I x( t>  I I M ,  we get 
Ix(t)l I~” (M)  forall t E [T,,T,  + 71, 
which contradicts the definition of T,. In case T,  2 T, + 7, it follows from 
the choice of T,  and T,  that 
x ( t )  2 0  or x ( t )  1 0  f o r a l l t E I T z , T l ] .  
Assume first that x ( t )  2 0 for all t E [T, , T,  I. (In case x ( t )  I 0, the proof 
is similar.) Then we have 
x ’ ( t )  I 0 for all t E [T, ,T,  + 71, 
and so 
x(t) I X ( T , )  = f ” ( ~ )  forall t E [T , ,T ,  + 71. 
This contradicts the definition of T,. Consequently, we obtain (2.6). 
From the argument above, we can establish an increasing sequence {t:) 
with tT = t*,  t,*+, - t,* > 27 such that x(t ,*)  = 0, and a sequence { X J  
with X ,  = M ,  X,,, =fix,) such that 
max Ix(t)l IX, and supIx(t)l s X n + , .  (2.7) 
tz  - 2r<t<t,* t z t ;  
Here, in view of (1.2) and the definition o f f :  we get 
f ( x )  < x  forall x > 0, 
which implies X ,  tends to zero as n + a. Finally, by (2.71, we conclude 
that x ( t )  tends to zero as t + a. This completes the proof. 
Remark 2.1. By [13, Theorem 4.11, the conditions (1.2) and (1.3) imply 
that the zero solution of (1.1) is (uniformly) stable; hence under the 
assumptions in Theorem 1.1, the zero solution of (1.1) is globally asymptot- 
ically stable. 
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J. W.-H. So et al. [l 11 gave sufficient conditions for global attractivity of 
the zero solution of more general nonlinear and nonautonomous delay 
differential equations. By applying their result to (1.0, the following result 
stands. 
THEOREM C [ll]. Let f be a nondecreasingfunction such that 
Suppose that 
3 
p(  s)ds < - for all large t > 0 
2 
and 
Then every solution of (1.1) tends to zero as t + a. 
(2.8) contains the case when f ( x )  = x. 
In Theorem C, we notice that (2.9) cannot be replaced by (1.3) because 
3. BEST POSSIBILITY 
In this section we give a result which guarantees that 4 in Theorem 1.1 
is best possible. Let c > 0 be given and consider a nonlinear delay 
differential equation 
where p :  [O, a) + [0, a) is a piecewise continuous function defined by 
n = O,l, .  . . , and f :  R + R is a continuous function with x f (x )  > 0 if 
x # 0. Note that supt 
THEOREM 3.1. Let f be a nondecreasing and continuously differentiable 
function satis-ing (1.2) and f’(0)  = 1. If c > $, then the zero solution of 
(3.1) is not stable. 
1:’ ‘p(s)ds = c .  
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Prooj Since f’(0) = 1, it is easily seen that f ” (0)  = 0 and f”’(0) I 0 
under the condition (1.2). Thus, by the Maclaurin expansion of f ,  there 
exists a sufficiently small 6, > 0 such that 
where p is some positive number. 
Let x ( t )  be a solution of (3.1) with an initial time 0 and an initial 
function 4(t) = E > 0 and consider a sequence {E,} with E, = I x(3n)  I. To 
end the proof, we shall show that there exists a sufficiently small S > 0 
which is independent of E such that 
cn+ > E, as long as E, E (0,  S]  . (3.4) 
We first assume that x(3n)  > 0. Then 
3 n + 3  
-x( 3n + 3) = -x( 3n) + / p (  t ) f (  x( t - 1))dt 
3n 
= -En + cf( En) + C y f (  En - cf( En,)s)ds.  (3.5) 
0 
Using (1.21, we get 
which shows that the value of integration in (3.5) is nonnegative. Also, we 
can choose a sufficiently small 6, > 0 such that 
-x + c f ( x )  > 0 for all x E (0, a2],  
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because c > p and f’(0) = 1. Hence, the right-hand side of (3.5) is positive 
if E, E (0, a,], and so we obtain 
& n + l  = - E n  + Cf (E , )  + C y C f ( E n  0 - C f ( E , ) S ) d S .  (3-6) 
Now let 8, = rnin(S,, 8,). For E, E (0, a,], using (3.31, we estimate (3.6) 
into 
We here define 
then 
86 
and so 
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Thus, there exists a sufficiently small S with 0 < S I 6, such that 
F(  x) > x for all x E (0,6] ,  
and, by (3.7), we get 
~ F ( E , )  > E, aslongas E, E (O,S]. 
Therefore the inequality (3.4) holds. In case x(3n) < 0, we can obtain the 
inequality (3.4) by similar arguments, replacing (3.6) and (3.7) by 
and 
respectively. Since 6 is independent of E from the choice, (3.4) implies 
that the zero solution of (3.1) is not stable. The proof is complete. 
4. APPLICATION 
In this section we apply Theorem 1 . 1  to the delay differential equation 
( 4 4  
Y ’ ( t )  = - P ( t > Y ( t  - .>{a - Y ( t ) H b  + Y ( t N  
-b < y ( O )  < a ,  
where a, b and T are positive constants and p :  [O,m) + [O,m) is a 
continuous function. 
Note that every solution y ( t )  of (4.1) exists in the future and satisfies 
-b < y ( t )  < a for all t 2 0. (4.2) 
In fact, as long as -b < y ( t )  < a, we have 
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which yields 
So it is clear that (4 .2 )  holds. Thus, by the change of variables 
we can transform (4 .1 )  into 
where 
We shall examine the property of f defined by (4.4).  It is easily seen that 
f ( 0 )  = 0 and 
de(a-b)n 
ub(eax/a  + e - b x / b ) 2  f’(4 = for all x E R. 
Hence, f is increasing. We also have 
which implies that 
I f (  x) I 5 1x1 for all x E R. 
Notice that there exists one and only one xo such that f ’ ( x o )  = 1, and so 
we can conclude that the function f satisfies the condition (1.2). 
Now, let x(t> be a solution of (4.3); then it is obvious that the solution 
y ( t )  of (4.1) tends to zero as t + 00, if x ( t )  tends to zero as t + 00. Thus, 
we have the following result by Theorem 1.1. 
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COROLLARY 4.1. Suppose that 
and 
Then every solution of (4.1) tends to zero as t + a. 
Next, we apply Theorem 3.1 to (4.1) with T = a = b = 1. Consider 
where p :  [0, m) + [0, m) is a piecewise continuous function defined by (3.2). 
By the change of variables, we can find that (4.5) corresponds (3.1) with 
f(x) = tanh x. An elementary calculation yields that d/dx tanh XI,=,, = 1 
and 
1 
3 
1x1 - -[xi3 < ltanh X I  < 1x1 if x # 0. 
Hence, by Theorem 3.1, the zero solution of (4.5) is not stable if c > 2, 
where c is given in (3.2). 
Remark 4.1. We consider the delay differential equation (El), that is, 
where T is a positive constant and p :  [O,m) + [O,m) is a continuous 
function. It is easy to see that a solution y( t )  of (4.6) with the initial 
condition y(0) > - 1 exists in the future and satisfies 
y ( t )  > - 1  forall t 2 0. 
Therefore, let x( t )  = log(1 + y(t)); then (4.6) can be reduced to (1.1) with 
f(x) = ex - 1. 
In this case, unfortunately, Theorem 1.1 cannot be applied to (4.6) 
because the condition (1.2) does not hold. On the other hand, Theorem A 
is true. These facts suggest that Theorem 1.1 might be improved under a 
weaker assumption than (1.2) containing the case of f(x) = ex - 1. 
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APPENDIX 
Finally, we consider the nonlinear and nonautonomous delay differential 
equation with unbounded delay 
x ’ ( 4  = - p ( t ) f ( x ( g ( t ) ) )  7 (5.1) 
where p :  [O,m) +. [O,m), f :  R +. R, and g: [O,m) +. R are continuous 
functions such that x f ( x )  > 0 if x # 0, g(t)  I t for t 2 0, and limt+m g( t )  
Here, in view of the property of g, there exists T 2 0 such that g(t)  2 0 
= 00. 
for t 2 T.  Note that 
g( g( t ) )  I g ( t )  I t for all t 2 T .  
For t 2 0, let g-’(t) = sup{s 2 0: g(s) = t}. Then g-’(t) is a piecewise 
continuous function satisfying t 5 g-’(t) for t 2 T.  
We have the following result which is analogous to Theorem 1.1. The 
proof is carried out in a similar way to Theorem 1.1 and will be omitted. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let f and g be nondecreasing functions satisfying the 
following assumptions: 
I f (x) l  < 1x1 i f x  + 0, 
3 
p(s)ds  5 - foralllarget > 0 ,  
2 
i m p ( s ) d s  = m.  
Then euely solution of (5.1) tends to zero as t +. m. 
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